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We already know now the definition of what a crystal is about, we have a certain idea what is 

meant by the term crystal structure, we talked about outer dimensions and shapes of crystals 

and we already saw some pictures of real crystals...  

 

Now, we will put these aspects together and this means: in this unit we will talk about the 

correspondence principle… 
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The correspondence principle states that there is a connection, a certain relationship between 

the outer shape of a crystal on the one hand and its inner structure on the other… 

 

The question is: What kind of relationship?  
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This means: Is there perhaps a law that will allow us to deduce from the outer shape of what the 

crystal is made-up inside, of which constituents it consists of? 

 

Here you see 3 crystal shapes, schematically, of course - three different shapes! - the question 

is: can you guess what is inside these outer shapes, which building-blocks lead to such forms? 

What is covered by these shapes? What lies behind them? 
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This question is actually a very old one -and in this context I would like to direct you to an 

extremely interesting historical monograph - from Robert Hooke (the very same Hooke of the 

Hooke’s spring law) - called Micrographia from 1664 

 

It’s the time at which the microscope was invented -  

and many scholars began to look at tiny things in nature.  

 

Robert Hooke investigated small crystals, drew fantastic pictures of them and set up a 

hypothesis:  

 

the hypothesis  that these crystals were made of identical building blocks - here spheres - and 

that certain different arrangements of these spheres lead to the different shapes of the crystals 

he had observed with his microscope! 

 



This is a very good idea for that time! Not completely right, but almost! The only wrong thing, 

was to assume, that the building blocks are spheres - to anticipate that: the building-blocks are 

angled bodies... 

 

If you want to read more about the very beginning of the scientific discipline crystallography - 

then I can recommend this article from the journal Angewandte Chemie, International Edition: 

„Chemical crystallography before X-ray diffraction“ - you can find the full reference next to this 

video! 
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Okey, back to our three different crystal shapes - let’s uncover these shapes and have a look of 

what they are made-up…! 

 

oh, yes, interesting..., the first one consists of thuna tins, the second of chip bags and the third 

one of coke cans… this was of course not foreseeable and you might think, there is no 

correspondence principle working at all  

 

The problem is that there is no one-to-one-relationship between the shape of the building blocks 

of the crystal and the outer shape - so, this is the reason why it is only called a 

_correspondence_ _principle_ 

 

And what it principally could mean will be seen in the next slide. 
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Here we have this ordered, this regular array of repeating cans - it’s something like a crystal, in 

this case with this blue outer envelope or coverage -  

 

[klick] - and it should be immediately clear that such a chaotic pile of cans is (a) not a crystal 

and that (b) therefore the outer shape of a coke can-crystal can never have this underlying form, 

shown here also in blue 

 

and [klick] to show you another example - a crystal also can not have a globular, spherical or 

balloon-like shape -  this is not possible, because there is no regular array, no 3D periodic 

arrangement of cans, which could lead to a balloon-like shape… 

 

Let’s switch to a real world crystal: 
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...To Quartz again - here you see another sample of a quartz crystal - with this particular shape, 

a very typical shape for Quartz 



 

- Quartz is silicon dioxide, and the constituting chemical entities are these Silicon-Oxygen-Four 

tetrahedra, which are then corner-connected to build the whole crystal - but as we see: The 

Quartz sample does not look like a tetrahedron… 

 

-  and if we look at a bigger piece of the atomic arrangement -here -, we also do not see this 

shape…[pointing to…] 

 

-  but:  if we take the whole crystal sample, then we see, there is indeed an atomic arrangement 

that exactly resembles the shape of the real crystal  - there is a sort of connection between the 

outer shape and the inner structure - the question is always at which scale do we have to look, 

in order to see this connection -  

 

- we will come back to this - for now we want to look at another example - an example in which 

this connection is a little more obvious: - and now it is getting frosty…! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


